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IRPC offered water pipes and solar water pumps to develop water resources in the communities, piloting
“Lamsaiyong Model” Project – water resource development model to fight drought.
In the ceremony to offer water pipes and solar water pumps at Donjone Forest Resevoir, Nongyang Village, Lamsaiyong
Sub-district, Nangrong District, Buriram Province, Mr. Sukrit Surabotsopon, President of IRPC Public Company Limited
(IRPC) said, “The company installed 1.2-kilometer long water pipes to pump the water from the public watercourses in
Nongyang Village to Donjone Forest Reservoir. IRPC’s engineers and volunteers worked in the area to explore and install
the water supply system by using IRPC’s PE (Polyethylene) pipes. Also, they designed and installed the sola water
pumping system to lower the electricity bill for the communities. As a result, the Donjone Forest Resevoir could store more
water and the number of communities which could make the effective use of this water for consumption and agriculture
increased from 3 to 10.”
“Lamsaiyong Model” was one of IRPC’s CSR projects for developing the economy of the communities. It was derived from
the concept of social responsibility for the benefits of the communities and the society in all areas.
In 2014, IRPC cooperated with the Education & Public Welfare Foundation in the former project of “Building Canals,
Developing Humans” in developing water resources in Nongyang Village, Buriram Province. IRPC’s employees’
knowledge, skills and experiences in water management in the communities around IRPC’s industrial land in Rayong
Province were used to solve drought and preserve water resources. The communities also learned to treat water. All of the
knowledge was gathered and organized, so that other private sections could take it as an example to lighten the burdens
of government.
The ceremony to offer water pipes and solar water pumps was honored by the Constitutional Court of the Kingdom of
Thailand to share their knowledge on the topic of “Constitutional Rights to the Communities and the Environment”. The
environment was a national treasure and it was everybody’s duty to save it.
Moreover, to create an abundant forest retreat to enrich the biodiversity and sustain healthy forest ecosystems for Donjone
Forest where local people could search for food and to expand the forest area to dedicate merit to His Majesty King
Bhumibol Adulyadej, IRPC together with governmental units and the local communities afforested 3 kinds of trees with 4
benefits in Donjone Forest. It was a mixed forest in which the trees could be used, eaten, economical and beneficial to
earth, streams and natural balance.
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